An absolute stress-density path for shocklessly compressed copper is obtained to over 450 GPa. A magnetic pressure drive is temporally tailored to generate shockless compression waves through over 2.5 mm thick copper samples.
Introduction 1
The high-pressure and low-temperature equation of state is critical to a 2 number of natural science and engineering studies. For example, the equa-3 tion of state of hydrogen is the dominant source of uncertainty in our un-4 derstanding of the structure and composition of Jupiter's core [1] , which 5 has significant implications for our understanding of the formation of plan- 
63
The multi-point quadrature velocity interferometer system for any re- were probing regions only undergoing uniaxial strain.
the Eulerian sound velocity.
99
While in-material particle velocity profiles can be measured on insulators 100 using techniques such as magnetic particle velocity gauges Figure 4 .
124
The uncertainty in C L is determined from the uncertainty in the slope of 125 a fit to the Lagrangian thickness versus time for each particle velocity,
where δX= 3 µm is the measured thickness uncertainty for each step height 127 X 2 and X 1 , δt=0.12 ns is the absolute timing uncertainty of the free-surface 128 velocity profile, t 2 and t 1 are the in-material times where the steps reach the 
137
The weighted average C L can then be directly integrated to obtain the 138 longitudinal stress, σ x , and density, ρ, as a function of particle velocity, u p ,
and
The uncertainties are propagated through the integrals to obtain uncertain-141 ties in longitudinal stress and density,
where the uncertainties are propagated linearly rather than in quadrature 144 because the errors appear to be correlated rather than random.
145
A more complete description of the ILA technique can be found in Ref. measurements, 2 − 4%, these corrections are now significant.
177
At this point forward we are considering an analysis of the thermody-178 namic states at constant density, consequently, the uncertainty in density is 179 accounted for in the uncertainty in the stress state,
Under uniaxial strain conditions, the longitudinal stress, σ x , deviates from 181 the mean hydrostatic stress, P hyd , by an amount s x , referred to as the stress 182 deviator,
The work done by the stress deviators against plastic deformation of the ma-
184
terial increases the entropy and temperature of the system. 
where Y is the yield strength, and µ is the shear modulus. For conditions of 190 uniaxial strain, the natural strain, ǫ x , is determined by the relative compres-
191
sion of the system according to
Assuming the material behaves quasi-harmonically, the plastic work heat-
193
ing causes the mean hydrostatic pressure to deviate from an isentrope by
where γ is the Grüneisen parameter, P s is the pressure on the principal isen- along an isentrope at the same density, P S and E S , respectively,
where the internal energy on the Hugoniot is given by the Rankine-Hugoniot The data are fit to the Al'tshuler form of the density dependence of the
227
Grüneisen parameter, which assumes the Grüneisen parameter is tempera-228 ture independent,
where γ ∞ is the infinite compression limit, η describes the density depen- toric stress and the thermal pressure generated due to plastic work heating.
284
The plastic work heating along the Hugoniot can be calculated based upon 285 the waste heat generated along the Rayleigh line by the longitudinal devia-
The hydrostatic Hugoniot for a material is then given by
where Hugoniot points, and Grüneisen parameter.
335
The corrections for the strength, and thermal pressure due to plastic work 336 heating are only a few percent, Figure 7 , and consequently, this procedure 337 converges in only two iterations.
338
To determine the pressure along the 298 K isotherm, one must subtract 339 the thermal pressure from the isentrope at the elevated temperature along 340 the isentrope, T s ,
where E th. is the thermal energy at density ρ determined from the Debye 342 integral [44] and the temperature along the isentrope is determined from 343 integrating the thermodynamic derivative, γ = ∂lnTs ∂lnρ .
344
As in Ref. [4] , a higher order Vinet equation of state was then fit to the isentrope, isotherm, and shockless compression path. The fitting form is
where X = ρ 0 /ρ, and the best fit parameters K 0 , η, β, and ψ are described 347 in 
Ruby R1-Line Calibration

361
The most common pressure standard within the high pressure diamond 362 anvil cell community is the ruby R-line luminescence [46, 47] . Utilizing the 363 quasi-hydrostatic compression data on copper and ruby presented in Ref.
364
[9], we are able to re-calibrate the high-pressure ruby scale using our 298 K 18) where we find the best fit parameters A=1915.1 GPa and B=10.603.
368
The main source of uncertainty in this ruby calibration is the uncertainty 369 in the copper isotherm, ∼3% in stress at 150 GPa, see Table 1 for upper and 370 lower bounds. Ref. [48] notes the possibility of a 1-2% systematic uncertainty 
376
In Figure 11 , we present a comparison of our ruby calibration with the 
Discussion
385
The dominant contribution to the uncertainty in the isotherm of copper contribute relatively equally to the total random experimental uncertainty in 391 stress at a given density, ranging from ∼ 2% at 50 GPa to ∼ 4.5% at 450 GPa.
392
The other major sources of uncertainty are the high-pressure strength of 393 copper, ∼ 1%, the Taylor-Quinney factor, ∼ 0.3%, and the Grüneisen model,
394
∼ 0.2%.
395
These uncertainty contributions are not, however, unique to shockless 396 compression experiments. For shock experiments below the melt tempera-397 ture, there will be a deviatoric stress contribution to the longitudinal stress 398 and also thermal pressure generated from plastic work heating. The amount 399 of plastic work that goes into thermal energy, and therefore thermal pressure, The authors wish to acknowledge the support of the large inter-disciplinary
449
team it takes to design, fabricate, and execute experiments on the Z machine.
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